
Our company is looking to fill the role of table games dealer. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for table games dealer

Be able to capture new guests by promoting the Club Paradise Card
Be able to consistently perform the 5 minimum interactive standards
Be able to deal a neat, clean, and efficient game
Knowledge and skill in maintaining the game pace
Knowledgeable of all department policies, procedures, rules and regulations
that pertain to the game
Inspects and shuffles 6 to 8 decks of cards in a timely manner or operates an
automatic shuffling device
As the Table Games Dealer, you will be responsible for ensuring gaming
activity in your assigned table area is being conducted in accordance with all
established rules and regulations while maintaining acceptable game pace
and security to minimize potential theft
As part of your dealer responsibilities you will be required to provide
customer service to all guests assuring that their experience is enjoyable and
memorable as a means of promoting return visits by the guest
This position is responsible for directly monitoring casino gaming activity in
accordance with all applicable rules and regulations in order to assist in
reaching profitability, guest satisfaction, and workforce strength and
compliance goals
Protects and controls specific game assigned

Qualifications for table games dealer

Example of Table Games Dealer Job Description
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Must be able to successfully complete a basic math test, and pass an audition
displaying adequate skills
Must successfully complete dealer training
Must be able to quickly and accurately perform mathematical computations
when determing winners and losers and collecting and paying out bets
Must maintain a professional, neat and well-groomed appearance adhering to
Atlantis Casino Resort Spa standards
Must have excellent guest service skills and professional demeanor


